#hcsm - April 27, 2014
6:00 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
We will assume all tweets within #hcsm during following hour
are your own & not those of your employers (unless specifically
declared).

6:00 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
Hi, all! Laurel, photographer in Orlando. Still can't get rid of
me. :P #hcsm

6:00 Mark Salke @marksalke
I'm Mark from Ann Arbor MI. I do social media and inbound
marketing. Reformed #EMR sales. #hcsm

6:01 Gnosis Media Group @GnosisArts
#hcsm: marcomm practices in healthcare. Mod:
@HealthSocMed When: Sun 8:00pm CST.
#tweetchatshappeningnow

6:01 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
Jen- joining #hcsm! - @BioethxChat creator/moderator, med/
bioethics student bioethxchat.wix.com/bioethx #hcsm

6:01 T2D Research @T2DRemission
Michael Massing, type 2 diabetes dietary management selfexperimenter #hcsm

6:01 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
Hi all signing in from Manila. Gia here. Looking forward to
#hcsm

6:01 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
George Margelis geek doctor from Australia joining in #hcsm

6:01 Tim C Nicholson @timbigfish
Tuning in to #hcsm from #Memphis. Listening. Learning. One
eye on the weather. Into healthcare communications? Come on
in.

6:01 David Chou @dchou1107
CIO loving the social space in healthcare #hcsm

6:02 Annette McKinnon @anetto
Annette here from Toronto. Blogger and Patient Partner #hcsm

6:02 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
Hello #hcsm. Great to see you back! I'm a Family Doc in Ohio,
and I'll be lurking as usual tonight. Have a great chat!

6:02 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
Alan here. Chronic pain patient who just started methotrexate
last nite. I like to mouth off too. #hcsm

6:02

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
Marie signing in from Australia to #hcsm

6:03 Tim C Nicholson @timbigfish
@dchou1107 Sorta neighbors. Nice to see you here. #hcsm

6:03 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@georgemargelis Geeks are the best people. :) #hcsm

6:03 Intake.Me @Intakeme
Hi there @HealthSocMed @danamlewis! This is Darla from
team Intake.Me joining in. Emily is in China working in a clinic
there. #hcsm

6:03 Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD
#hcsm @HealthSocMed Wanted to share the first in a 6-part
blog series I'm writing about social media + medicine!
austinchiang.com/medblog/2014/4…

6:03 Mark Salke @marksalke
@georgemargelis @giasison Asia/ Oceania and Australia are
represented tonight. #hcsm Or this morning...

6:04 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@abrewi3010 haha awesome! #hcsm (although I've never
noticed you mouthing off) ;-)

6:04 Jordan Davidson @JA_Davids
Jordan here from #NYC, I'm a health journalist, women's npo
co-founder + preparing for medical school. #hcsm

6:04 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
Hola, Carmen here. Quality Improvement Communications
Project Manager. Mostly lurking tonight. #hcsm

6:04 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@drmalinowski Hi Jason - nice to see you again #hcsm

6:04 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
Welcome to #hcsm, all! <-- Dana Lewis, #hcsm moderator/
founder; thinker | doer | teacher of health & digital; chief data
producer for #DIYPS

6:04 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
MT Monday AM :) @marksalke @georgemargelis @giasison
Asia/ Oceania and Australia are represented tonight. #hcsm Or
this morning...

6:04 DrFay @DrFayOnline
Fay here. Directing #health #SoMe at
myhealthimpactnetwork.org founded @myHealthImpact #hcsm

6:05 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
hi, Liam from Ireland checking in; 2 am here; the children of the
night, what beautiful music they make... #hcsm

6:05 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@Intakeme constructively mouthing off, how's that? :) #hcsm

6:05

Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@JBBC ditto! #hcsm

6:05 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@andrewpleasant Health literacy and research - quite a brief!
Glad to see some institutional recognition for their potential
together. #hcsm

6:05 Lauren Still @laurencstill
Hey all! Currently learning how to better examine social/
communication relationships in healthcare with #mapreduce.
#hcsm #bigdata

6:06 Austin Meyer @austingmeyer
@jchevinsky Stupid question: what does hcsm stand for?

6:06 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Welcome, everyone, to #hcsm! Special hi to any first-timers
joining tonight :), and of course our friendly lurkers. Tweet in
anytime!

6:06 David Chou @dchou1107
Social can be used in managing population health #hcsm

6:07 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@austingmeyer health care social media - check out the chat!
#hcsm tchat.io/rooms/hcsm - sign in w ur twitter account

6:07

Mark Salke @marksalke
@laurencstill Hey Lauren, welcome to #hcsm!

6:07 Joe Murphy @Joejohnmurphy
Joe here, health survey and social media researcher. Also blog
for @SurveyPost. Checking out the #hcsm discussion.

6:07 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@drlfarrell mine usually cough and call out for their mother in
the night. If you're getting serenaded, I say go with it. #hcsm

6:07 Dan Goldman @danielg280
Dan Goldman, lawyer at @MayoClinic. good evening
HCSMers! #hcsm

6:08 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
We'll get started with topic 1 (T1) in just a few minutes.
Remember if you jump in to #hcsm later to introduce yourself!

6:08 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
Hi! Person w/ & advocate for #RareDisease, Cowden's
Syndrome & rare brain tumor called #gangliocytoma. #btsm
#hcsm

6:08

DrFay @DrFayOnline
Familiar faces @giasison @JBBC #hcsm

6:08 Mark Salke @marksalke
:) Welcome Joe! #hcsm @Joejohnmurphy @SurveyPost

6:08

Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@danielg280 Hi there! #hcsm

6:08 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
Good evening everyone. Psychiatry resident in Phoenix, AZ
#hcsm

6:09 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@ZHeatherChamp Hey, Heather. How r thing? #hcsm

6:09 Michelle Perron @PerronServices
Hello. Michelle here from NH. Looking forward to learning more
about this group. #hcsm

6:09

Mark Salke @marksalke
@giasison @georgemargelis Hi Gia! #hcsm

6:09 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
@giasison @marksalke @georgemargelis Hi Gia #hcsm

6:09 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@danielg280 Good, stable. Stable is very good with Cowden's
Syndrome. :) #hcsm

6:09 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@DrFayOnline @JBBC Hello Fay! Hello Marie! #hcsm

6:09 DrFay @DrFayOnline
'@marksalke @T2DRemission more #hcsm faces

6:09 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@PerronServices Hi Michelle! I always love these #hcsm tweet
chats because I learn SO much.

6:09 David Chou @dchou1107
My strategy on hcsm m.huffpost.com/us/entry/48537… #hcsm

6:10 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@DrFayOnline @giasison always nice to see familiar friends :-)
#hcsm

6:10

Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
Nurse writer, first #hcsm. Nice to meet you all.

6:10 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 1 - Can HCPs prescribe social networks; what about
social sharing & learning? Is it certain site,sharing,or social that
matters? #hcsm

6:10 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
Random questions - about how many participants are average
for #hcsm?

6:10 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T1 live at #hcsm - pondering if/when/how/why HCPs 'prescribe'
social networks compared to social sharing & learning.
Thoughts?

6:10

6:10

Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@JBBC Agreed! #hcsm

Steve Jarzembowski @SteveJarz
Checking in from dc #hcsm

6:10 Alicia Aebersold @aliciacollin
Hi #hcsm people - Alicia from DC here - regularly lurk, regularly
learn from you all.

6:10 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@danamlewis Can you elaborate? What do you mean social
networks as prescription? #hcsm

6:10

6:11

Sunny Chan @waisunchan
Lurking into #HCSM

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@ZHeatherChamp :-) #hcsm

6:11 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@PerronServices great group, eclectic, insightful, honest, funny
passionate as you will find. Welcome! #hcsm

6:11 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@ZHeatherChamp when a health care provider recommends a
patient join/use/check out a social network? #hcsm

6:11 Charles Platt @ACharlesPlatt
Healthcare Industrial Engineer focusing on the intersection of
process improvement & supply chain #hcsm

6:11 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@twirlandswirl it totally depends! anywhere from 20-50 on
average. (not really an average, I know.) #hcsm

6:11 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 certainly HCPs 'prescribe' groups for coping w certain
illnesses, particularly chronic or rare diseases... #hcsm

6:11 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@danamlewis As if one of my MD's suggest I check #FB or
something like that? For medical stuff? #hcsm

6:11 Michelle Perron @PerronServices
TY for the warm welcome. Nice to see some familiar faces.
#hcsm

6:11 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
T1 I think it's imperative that HCPs have knowledge of several
good relevant social networks which they can share with their
patients #hcsm

6:11 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
T1: Interesting idea, but is it better for patient to find one that
works for them not HCP? #hcsm

6:12 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
T1: HCPs should help answer patient-based questions in
relation to their level of Internet savvy. Power users should get
deeper info #hcsm

6:12 Mark Salke @marksalke
@ACharlesPlatt Welcome to the chat Charles! #hcsm

6:12 David Chou @dchou1107
Would love to learn about social prescription. First time I have
learned about it. #hcsm

6:12 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
A1 social networks immensely valuable, due to accessibility;
need some method of checking out the good ones #hcsm

6:12 Lauren Still @laurencstill
T1: I'm concerned about the granular nature of privacy/security
and HCP liability in the event of ID theft, work discrimination,
etc. #hcsm

6:12

Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@dchou1107 Me too. #hcsm

6:12 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T1 IMHO The learning/s comes after social networking. You get
immersed first then continuous sharings through interactions
happen #hcsm

6:12 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
A1: I guess I need to learn more of "Social prescription". Never
heard of it. #hcsm

6:12 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @HealthSocMed: TOPIC 1 - Can HCPs prescribe social
networks? #hcsm <Clarify?

6:12 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@danamlewis It seems to me, at least, that we had more intros
than usual tonight. #hcsm

6:13 Tim C Nicholson @timbigfish
Interesting notion, "prescribe social networks". Do HCPs
prescribe "community"? Do they prescribe "get knowledge"?
Seems smart. #hcsm

6:13 Ann Wax @annwax
@HealthSocMed I recommend certain websites that cn offer
information and guidance re oncology. #hcsm

6:13 Intake.Me @Intakeme
T1 The way the ? was phrased immediately made me think of
doctors with Twitter schwag like they have with
pharmaceuticals. #hcsm

6:13 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 If HCP does 'prescribe' online social networks - should also
discuss risks, such as possible privacy concerns #hcsm

6:13 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
RT @T2DRemission T1 I'm going to raise the pseudo-Luddite
flag: social trumps (technological) network, which can assist the
former. #hcsm

6:13 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
A1 (con't): I suppose in #RareDisease stuff most MD's say, "Go
check #SoMe for info." But for me, no one told me that. #hcsm

6:13 Sunny Chan @waisunchan
T1 HCPs would need to have good knowledge of the social
networks that exist & what they offer before recommending one
specific #hcsm

6:14 April Foreman @DocForeman
Oh, and #hcsm, I'm April, psychologist preventing #suicide,
working with #Veterans, and just home from running boy to get
paper.

6:14 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@twirlandswirl I just posted my dinner, too. :) #hcsm

6:14 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
A1 don't thnik "prescribe" is the right word; we can advise on
which sources are likley to be most helpful #hcsm

6:14 T2D Research @T2DRemission
T1 From personal experience, I think sharing has both value &
limitations. Peer mentoring is promising. Does it get enough
attention? #hcsm

6:14 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 They could suggest social networks if they knew enough
about them #hcsm

6:14 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @georgemargelis: T1: ..but is it better for patient to find one
that works for them not HCP? #hcsm <Also concerns about
endorsing

6:14 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T1 Encourage patients to get social and present its advantages.
It also pays when the HCP is engaged into #SoMe too #hcsm

6:14 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@drlfarrell Good point to clarify. But, yet how does MD/patient
know where, what's safe? Validity? #hcsm

6:14 DrFay @DrFayOnline
T1| Would image that social networks prescribed are face to
face support groups for those with same med conditions #hcsm

6:14 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@abrewi3010 Interesting, I wonder if there is such a thing
where HCPs get 'kickback' 4 referring 2 certain websites/SoMe!
#bioethx #hcsm

6:14 MedicalAbacus @MedicalAbacus
@DigMedCom: How Is Social Media Used In #healthcare hcsm
#hcmkg #hcmktg #healthcare twitpic.com/9n1bp2 #mhealth
#medical #medicine #tech

6:15 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
Pro #hcsm tip - sometimes Qs are asked a certain way to make
you think harder about how you answer a question..or question
the question :)

6:15

David McNierney @davidmcnierney
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ also lurking #hcsm

6:15 Annette McKinnon @anetto
Sorry spilled tea on keyboar. Hopefully it won't die - seems
soggy #hcsm

6:15 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
My HCP suggested a condition-specific online comm to me. I
think it's an uncommon concept though. #hcsm

6:15 Lauren Still @laurencstill
I think it's best communities, apps, #mhealth etc be
recommended, not Rx'ed. Like walking, and veggies. #hcsm

6:15 Andrew Pleasant @andrewpleasant
T1 - Recommendations for learning or to participate in various
groups are not that uncommon. Don't get caught up in
'prescribe' word. #hcsm

6:15 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@danamlewis You're going "meta" on us. How bad-ass. #hcsm

6:15 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@jchevinsky I guess I'm green in these networks. I guess I
knew of only #FB, not others. @abrewi3010 #hcsm

6:15 Ann Wax @annwax
I recommend F.O.R.C.E that deals with BRCA mutations and
oncology #hcsm

6:15

Annette McKinnon @anetto
=78=jkl;' #hcsm

6:15 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@crgonzalez ;) have to keep ya'll on your toes! :D #hcsm

6:15 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
T1 I feel like some things are easier to type than say, and
anonymity can beget honesty. Social media has some thing
going for it. #hcsm

6:15 Rann Patterson @RannPatterson
Hi - Rann here, a patient from Northeast Alabama, lurking
tonight while keeping eye on weather. #hcsm

6:16 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@ZHeatherChamp Yeah, I'm kind of lurking on this question,
too. I can't think of a time an HCP has recommended a social
network for me #hcsm

6:16 Jordan Davidson @JA_Davids
T1: I think a HCP can suggest it. Often Pts are looking for
support/feel alone. A dr can't emotionally be there 24/7, online
coms can #hcsm

6:16 April Foreman @DocForeman
@pfanderson @twirlandswirl What did you have? We had
crawfish boil, but I was so busy wolfing it down, no pics. :
( #hcsm

6:16 Intake.Me @Intakeme
T1 Depends, social networks have potential benefits of
increased privacy if person is embarrassed or too shy to go to
support group. #hcsm

6:16 Mark Salke @marksalke
A1: Was it here at #hcsm that I heard the reference to a
'knowledge prescription'? It's an awesome idea. SoMe Rx.

6:16 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
T1 Maybe not for actual medical advice, since you can be
anyone online, but for support, outreach, etc. #hcsm

6:16 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@pfanderson I know the feeling. Just getting my doc to
respond to email is a triumph. #hcsm

6:16 DrFay @DrFayOnline
T1| key to the physical interactions or online is how is
community functions and the culture of community 4 the patient
#hcsm

6:16 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@anetto Ouch! Recommended process is turn it off, unplug it,
hang it up to dry for 48 hours. Sigh. #hcsm

6:17 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@andrewpleasant Terms matter. Thanks for that #hcsm

6:17 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@DocForeman @pfanderson At some point, real food will need
to occur. This won't cut it for the night. :P #hcsm

6:17 David McNierney @davidmcnierney
T1 simple question: what is the purpose? therapy and/or
knowledge sharing? #hcsm

6:17 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 part of knowing which group to suggest= knowing the
patient AND knowing the diff SoMe options; not sure how many
HCPs at this point #hcsm

6:17 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
T1: As to social learning, that is tougher nut to crack b/c not
many docs know about online patient support groups. #hcsm

6:17 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@pfanderson I'm concerned that there are MORE out there that
I'm missing. HENCE my import in this chat. :) #hcsm

6:17 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
RT @ZHeatherChamp @EHanesRN May I ask what condition?
#hcsm < Insomnia

6:17 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@DocForeman @twirlandswirl JEALOUS! We're still 2 months
away from weather warm enough for a crawfish boil #hcsm

6:17 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@crgonzalez GOSH. That's amazing and very nice! I can't
email any of my MD's. CC @pfanderson #hcsm

6:18 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
Forgot to silence my cell phone before joining, my text alert is
the sound of the TARDIS materializing, and it's going like
crazy. :P #hcsm

6:18 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@davidmcnierney Agree it is important to first assess purpose...
then easier to decide whether/which group possibly fitting
#hcsm

6:18 Mark Salke @marksalke
@pfanderson @anetto Or stick it in a giant bag of rice. #hcsm

6:18 David Chou @dchou1107
Tough to get docs involved with social prescription. They barely
want to use a mobile device but the culture is changing #hcsm

6:18 Michelle Perron @PerronServices
MT @waisunchan T1 HCPs wld need to have good knowledge
of the social networks that exist & what they offer b/f
recommending one #hcsm #hcsm

6:18 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
RT @waisunchan T1 cautious of some social networks as Pts
often receive advice from non-experts & pick up anecdotal
information #hcsm

6:18 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
T1 I think that would be useful for my pts/rural area who may
feel isolated. I agree with all the caveats that have been said
here #hcsm

6:18

Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@abrewi3010 VERY YES! #hcsm

6:18 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@RannPatterson nice to see a new face. Welcome! #hcsm

6:18 Intake.Me @Intakeme
T1 On the other hand, when I was diagnosed my doctor said
"stay away" from Google because you will only see worst case
there. #hcsm

6:18 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
RT @twirlandswirl Forgot to silence cell phone bef joining, my
text alert is sound of TARDIS materializing, & it's going like
crazy. #hcsm

6:19 Andrew Pleasant @andrewpleasant
More interesting ?s maybe - Should recommendations for
#hcsm be reimbursable? How would you track health effects
from participating? #hcsm

6:19 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
T1: Recommending closed, moderated condition specific
communities makes sense. Websites less so re: content
accuracy/sponsor influence #hcsm

6:19 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 saw this one - not social though #hcsm Covers everything
pic.twitter.com/Hw5WWujMBP

6:19 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
T1: When we begin to see social media resources promoted as
a standard at med conferences for docs, then we'll see
progress #hcsm

6:19 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
@waisunchan this is my concern. Sometimes anecdotal
information can be a barrier to true knowledge and appropriate
treatment. #hcsm

6:19 Tim C Nicholson @timbigfish
HCPs maximizing it for pt ed. Dig it. RT @dchou1107: Would
love to learn about social prescription.First time I have learned
about it. #hcsm

6:19 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@ZHeatherChamp I know folk who don't like the networks I like
best, because the honesty & info scare them. Diff needs #hcsm

6:19 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@jchevinsky let's put a stop to it if it does happen #hcsm

6:19 Alicia Aebersold @aliciacollin
Do HCPs also suggest support groups IRL? Feels to me like
two flavors of the same thing. #hcsm #talkingisgood

6:19 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 I do think HCPs need to be cautious of referring SoMe
networks where they 'hang out' ...keep relationship professional
#hcsm

6:19 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@crgonzalez how far off is that day Carmen?? #hcsm

6:20 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@Intakeme when my mom was first dx'ed with #pancan, we cut
off her mac address after 8pm or she'd be googling till morning
#hcsm

6:20 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@aliciacollin My neurosurgeon suggested a brain tumor
support group, but NEVER anything like that for me online.
#btsm #hcsm

6:20 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
@dchou1107 future docs are growing up and going through
residency with SoMe. It is part if the culture. SoMe fluency will
increase #hcsm

6:20 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@ZHeatherChamp @jchevinsky I think patients are using all
SoMe, looking for answers/support is most important thing
#hcsm

6:20 Mark Salke @marksalke
Good point. Lotta anecdotal info in informal forums like SoMe.
@DrZehringDO @waisunchan #hcsm

6:21 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@laurencstill When I was DX I had a hard time getting off
Google, too. But not for support, for information on syndromes.
#hcsm

6:21 DrFay @DrFayOnline
.@abrewi3010 Yes..clear case of reverse education from
patient to physician. #hcsm

6:21 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@marksalke @anetto That sounds expensive. Wouldn't want
rice comtanimated with electronics & fingerprints. Altho, it is
boiled #hcsm

6:21 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
A1 I practiced in rural area; rarely more than one patient with
similar illness,therefore no help groups ; SM can help isolation,
#hcsm

6:21 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@JBBC Given that we rarely see patients featured on panels at
doc conferences, I am not optimistic. Let's say 5 years from
now. :( #hcsm

6:21

Intake.Me @Intakeme
@aliciacollin Yes my oncologist did! #hcsm

6:22 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
RT @drlfarrell A1 I practiced in rural area; rarely more than 1 pt
w/ similar illness,thus no help groups ; SM can help isolation,
#hcsm

6:22 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 What wuld b important is asking pt 'do u currently partake in
websites/SoMe for ur dz?' 'If yes, which?' 'If not, r u interested?'
#hcsm

6:22 Mark Salke @marksalke
@Intakeme You know, it came for something y'all tweeted. ;)
#hcsm

6:22 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@PerronServices The questions here come up in format, like
T1, T2, T3, etc. You respond in kind A1, etc. #hcsm

6:22 diaTribe @diaTribeNews
V impt to bring #SocMed to people with #diabetes, docs should
prescribe for the social support! #hcsm

6:22

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@crgonzalez yup! #hcsm

6:22 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
A1 and SM can give sense of fellowship (like we have here);
you are not alone #hcsm

6:22 April Foreman @DocForeman
@crgonzalez Working on it! I think all session content, posters,
etc, need a QR code so they can be tweeted out. ;) #spsm
#hcsm #mhsm

6:22 DrFay @DrFayOnline
.@pfanderson @ZHeatherChamp Different needs and different
affinity choices as well #hcsm

6:22 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@laurencstill I was so scared I took his advice and didn't
google survival rates until I was out of treatment. #hcsm
#thelessyouknow

6:22 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
@marksalke @waisunchan awareness by doc and knowledge
of referred SoMe can help counteract this. Something to guard
against, for sure. #hcsm

6:23 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@laurencstill @Intakeme I completely understand that. I'm like
that, too #hcsm

6:23 April Foreman @DocForeman
@Intakeme Did your doc say where TO go? I do tell pts. the
same about borderline personality d/o, then provide a good
website. #hcsm

6:23 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@waisunchan I think I would need to assess my pt's receptivity
for that r/t pot'l for misinformation, incr their anxiety, not help
#hcsm T1

6:23 David McNierney @davidmcnierney
T1 saw an article on digital therapeutics earlier... interesting to
this idea maturing into "a thing" #hcsm

6:23 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 There are still privategroups out there for support. Just
harder to find a good one #hcsm

6:24 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@marksalke Really? That's great to hear! #hcsm

6:24 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@ZHeatherChamp both aspects are important, and you need a
good way to digest info you find. Have to address
#mentalhealth aspects too. #hcsm

6:24 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@DocForeman Of course YOU are. You are always ahead of
the curve. #hcsm

6:24 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@DrFayOnline Exactly. The #FB groups, etc. don't do anything
for me. I chose to blaze my own trail in looking for support.
#hcsm

6:24 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
T1 Think there's difference w/in SoMe 4 pts w different dx - eg
anecdotes info picked up in SoMe useful to try/know lookup 4
raredx #hcsm

6:24 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 Not unlikely pt already searching internet/forums...positive 2
encourage verified groups, possibly think twice about
unregulated 1s #hcsm

6:24 Mark Salke @marksalke
@DocForeman @Intakeme Really? So what I google about
borderline personality d/o is inaccurate? #hcsm

6:24 DrFay @DrFayOnline
.@JBBC @crgonzalez Seems to be a need for patientphysician joint meetings to get the #SoMe discussion started
#hcsm

6:24 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@davidmcnierney Interested to know more about it too David
#hcsm

6:25 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
@drmalinowski @waisunchan Yes! Important to properly
assess the trust the patient has with you. Knowing they trust
you I navigate imp. #hcsm

6:25 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
T1 In my experience, though, for mental health support, while
SoMe can be great, can be a catalyst for users feeding off each
other. #hcsm

6:25 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@DrFayOnline @ZHeatherChamp Exactly. That's why it's a
good reason to have many different support groups for same
condition #hcsm

6:25 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@DocForeman This was 4 years ago. So #patientchat didn't
exist. But yes he did refer me to support group. #hcsm

6:25 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@laurencstill VERY much so. Even at 3 years since DX I still
struggle with the mental health part. Every day. #hcsm
#CowdensSyndrome #btsm

6:25 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 So many people find support from people who have 'been
there' very helpful #hcsm

6:25 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@DrFayOnline True. I see glimpses at SXSW conferences
where the geeks from both camps converge #hcsm

6:25 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
T1 It can be great to find someone who understands, but it can
be dangerous to put yourself in a vulnerable position with
someone else #hcsm

6:26 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 IMO its balance btwn helping pt find support & ensuring
resources are accurate; Make sure not doing more harm than
good #hcsm

6:26 Chris Flores, MD @ChrisFloresMD
@JBBC @crgonzalez Latino Health Conf. is accepting posters
until May 5 - conf in Santa Clara 5/30-31
latinophysiciansofca.org/event/latino-h… #hcsm

6:26 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@DrFayOnline patient-physicians share the stage @doctors20
and @medx conferences #hcsm

6:26 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@marksalke @DocForeman @Intakeme LOL! Variable
information quality, for sure. Even within peer reviewed lit!
#hcsm

6:26 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Great T1 discussion! Moving on to T2 (topic 2) shortly. #hcsm

6:26 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@waisunchan I don't think many physicians have time f or the
amount of support people need #hcsm

6:26 David McNierney @davidmcnierney
T1 "digital therapeutics" goo.gl/J4Q4RD What If Doctors Could
Finally Prescribe Behavior Change? #hcsm

6:26 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@twirlandswirl That's EXACTLY what I found in the #FB group I
was in. Done, and done. No one is here for xtra drama. #hcsm

6:26 April Foreman @DocForeman
@marksalke @Intakeme A lot of it is...And frightening to people
newly diagnosed. #spsm #hcsm #mhsm

6:26 Jill Sato @jillsato
#hcsm A1, maybe hcp should ask pt first if they are interested
and then suggest trusted sites

6:26 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
RT @HealthSocMed: Great T1 discussion! Moving on to T2
(topic 2) shortly. #hcsm

6:26 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@aliciacollin True. But this was 4 years ago and tweetchats not
big yet. #hcsm

6:27 Alicia Aebersold @aliciacollin
+1 @jchevinsky: T1 IMO its balance btwn helping pt find
support & ensuring resources are accurate; not doing more
harm than good #hcsm

6:27 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@waisunchan @drmalinowski True observation Sunny #hcsm

6:27 Mark Salke @marksalke
@DocForeman @Intakeme I'll say. And those close to them.
#hcsm

6:27 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A1 patients & docs should work together to find accurate info in
SoMe. Process could be kind of like guided discovery. #hcsm

6:27 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@Intakeme @aliciacollin I'm so thankful for tweetchats! #hcsm

6:27 Sunny Chan @waisunchan
@anetto Sad but true the majority of the time #hcsm

6:28 David Chou @dchou1107
Healthcare facilities should play an active role to put together a
social group for the patients. But then liability plays a big role
#hcsm

6:28 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
RT @pfanderson @jchevinsky What do you mean by
"unregulated groups"? #hcsm < Good Q. I took as "personally
known/investigated"

6:28 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 2 - Do providers know how/when patients are using
social media (SM) related to their health? Do they care? Does it
matter? #hcsm

6:28 DrFay @DrFayOnline
.@crgonzalez Yeah but must include non geeks to get a clearer
needs picture-view. Geeks talk 2 geeks but where is the user?
#hcsm

6:28 April Foreman @DocForeman
@crgonzalez The problem is that the people who live with
diagnoses are getting good at #socialmedia, but HCPs and
academics...shrugs #hcsm

6:28 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T2 live at #hcsm: Do providers know how/when patients are
using social media (SM) related to their health? Do they care?
Does it matter?

6:28 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 In autoimmune diseases there are some very non-standard
recommendations about treatments on support groups. #hcsm

6:28 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@waisunchan @EHanesRN @jchevinsky We are building a list
of reliable resources, chats, groups here blog.intake.me/
empowered-pati… #hcsm

6:28 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
@waisunchan 4 pts w #POTS, asking 4 odd tests is norm as
current rsch suggests autoimmune & if that can be treated - via
SoMe and lit #hcsm

6:28 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A1 working together also raises engagement level of patient &
doc. Important for better care. #hcsm

6:28 Michelle Perron @PerronServices
@marksalke @DrZehringDO @davidmcnierney It is. The Adult
Congenital Heart Association is a great one @ACHA_Heart
webinars & pt blogs #hcsm

6:28 Melissa Arca, M.D. @Melissa_DrMom
Love this fr @hkroman on children & media: moving from a ban
to a plan. Impt to have family screen rules, esp no screens in
bedroom #HCSM

6:28 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@EHanesRN @jchevinsky Some docs will only rec patient
groups moderated by a clinician. Patients often feel censored
there. Tricky #hcsm

6:29 April Foreman @DocForeman
@crgonzalez And they don't have easy ways to share links to
info that I can share on their work's behalf...VERY frustrating.
#hcsm

6:29 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
RT @Intakeme We are building a list of reliable resources,
chats, groups here blog.intake.me/empowered-pati… #hcsm <
Thx for sharing!

6:29 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
A1"Men learn wisdom with extreme slowness and are always
ready to believe promises that flatter their secret hopes."
Conrad #hcsm

6:29 April Foreman @DocForeman
@crgonzalez Info that isn't digital and easy shared might as
well be locked up. #hcsm

6:29 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@EHanesRN @pfanderson Yes, I would agree w that as wellHCPs should kno what they are referring #hcsm

6:29 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T2 Subjective and in my experience it's more on a need-toknow basis kind of use for my pts but we hope to slowly shift
the paradigm #hcsm

6:29 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@waisunchan yes it's the vulnerability (in all it's dimensions)
that makes me concerned. T1 #hcsm

6:29 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
T2 while we have many great HCPs contributing in this space,
the majority don't know, understand or subscribe to PT online
activity #hcsm

6:30 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
T2: imp to let my patients know my understanding of SoMe. it
allows for dialog. Imp to have 2 way conversation abt SoMe
builds trust #hcsm

6:30 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
T2: Providers should not track pt's use of #SoMe. Legal issues
of seeing non-adherence behavior. #hcsm

6:30 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
T1 I see self regulation within most fb groups where pts with
more knowledge often question those who go against lit. #hcsm

6:30 Lauren Still @laurencstill
T2: A good provider will ask and listen, and try to understand
and incorporate positive solutions regardless. #hcsm

6:30 Aaron Blank @AaronBlank
#HCSM T1: social networks can help advance your HC
knowledge and inform you in ways far greater than anything
else. Cc @david_landis

6:30 April Foreman @DocForeman
@marksalke @Intakeme You bet! AND that's too bad, b/c 80%
of those Dx can get much better, and maybe recover! #hcsm

6:30 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
#HCSM T2 When pts bring info to office visit, I ask where there
source is, whether SoMe, internet, friends/relatives, etc. Good
dialogue

6:30 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@dchou1107 Liability less of a role if moderated by mental
health professional. #hcsm

6:30 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A2 I'm guessing providers know quickly if patients r using SoMe
or not. Is patient literacy rate higher would be great clue #hcsm

6:30

Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
@JBBC how should we do this Marie? #hcsm

6:31 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
T2: If doc is involved in long term care then makes sense, but if
just having a flu jab probably not :) #hcsm

6:31 Corinna Cornejo @SpinningDPlates
RT @diaTribeNews: V impt to bring #SocMed to people with
#diabetes, docs should prescribe for the social support! #hcsm

6:31 Tim C Nicholson @timbigfish
T2. This is why HCPs must use. Even if only for listening, you
have a better sense of what #patients are hearing than by
ignoring. #hcsm

6:31 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
MT @drmikesevilla #HCSM T2 When pts bring info to office
visit, I ask what source is: SoMe, internet, friends/relatives, etc.
Good dialogue

6:31 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@drmikesevilla That's very cool. When I share info. I've found
on Cowden's Syndrome online, they usually shrug me off.
#hcsm

6:31 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
T2 my personal experience - at best it is tolerated, sometimes
patronizingly; at worst it is condemned by many (not all) HCPs
#hcsm

6:31 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@pfanderson @EHanesRN Yes, thats y I ddnt want 2 say
where HCPs r necessarily present... agree that has down-side;
mayb informed pt #hcsm

6:31 Lauren Still @laurencstill
I have fired docs for dismissing #SoMe as a valuable
information and support network. #hcsm

6:31 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
@laurencstill yes! Have to know what interests your pts and
know how they learn. Meet them in the middle. Empower self
learning #hcsm

6:31 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@ZHeatherChamp it's an insane conference that is both
physically & mentally drained. I had a killer time :) #hcsm

6:32 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@laurencstill I've wanted to fire a few of mine, but limited
options/money/etc. keeps me stuck. #hcsm

6:32 Rann Patterson @RannPatterson
@waisunchan T1: Yes! We're all different physically-- but I can
appreciate a patient's curiosity to seek help when seems 2b
none #hcsm

6:32

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
(Joining #hcsm late...pardon my tardiness)

6:32

Real Talk Dr. Offutt @RTwithDrOffutt
Laura here...better late than never! #hcsm

6:32 Mark Salke @marksalke
@DocForeman @Intakeme That I did not know. Therapy/
meds? #hcsm

6:32 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@drlfarrell I was hoping you might be able to tell me! Any
thoughts on how to engage docs more with pts online #hcsm

6:32 DrFay @DrFayOnline
.@giasison What would it take for the paradigm shift? #hcsm

6:32 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T2 Patient comes in with docs printed out re: info on their
health, site verification always done from our end to ensure
reliability #hcsm

6:32 Jill Sato @jillsato
#hcsm not at all unreasonable for hcp to ask pt if and what
medical SoMe sites they view, participate in, etc

6:32 David Chou @dchou1107
@danielg280 would be great to pick your brain #hcsm

6:32 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
@drmikesevilla I like that! Our response to their "outside
knowledge" also important. Don't downplay it #hcsm

6:32 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T2 Most HCPs probably don't know. They may not care. But
they SHOULD. It does matter! #hcsm

6:32 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
@abrewi3010 Where do I find out about them? All over the US
or just in a certain location? #hcsm

6:32 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
T2: Are you willing to pay your doc to discuss SOME use,
remember for doc time is money #hcsm

6:32 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
RT @jillsato #hcsm not at all unreasonable for hcp to ask pt if
and what medical SoMe sites they view, participate in, etc

6:33 Allison Dyer @CltDays
T2 I feel like mds should ask and be engaged on their patients
involvement online and constantly educate to help them
navigate #hcsm

6:33 PDara MD, FACP @JediPD
T2: Physicians can and should only offer Education online (SM)
without specifics because of privacy issues/regulations. #hcsm

6:33 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
@ZHeatherChamp I'm sorry they shrugged you off. Hopefully,
there will be an opportunity to discuss this again with your
provider #hcsm

6:33 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@JBBC I agree Marie #hcsm My specialist Drs are very
dismissive in a way that feels insulting to me.

6:33 Sunny Chan @waisunchan
T2 Pts often like to give the impression they are informed &
usually volunteer where they get their info from #hcsm

6:33 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A2 I would hope that HCP would care. A patient engaging
should be an encouraging sign for a provider. Means both can
become better #hcsm

6:33 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@DrZehringDO good point re dialogue and trust #hcsm

6:33 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@ZHeatherChamp @drmikesevilla I usually have to first prove
my credentials. Gets tiresome sometimes. Understand, but still
tiresome #hcsm

6:33 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@DocForeman And there are easy-to-use infographic tools that
they don't think to tap. Sad, really #hcsm

6:34 David Chou @dchou1107
Need to incorporate social into the docs routine and make it
part of the care plan #hcsm

6:34 Joe Murphy @Joejohnmurphy
T2 Providers ought to ask PTs if they searched or discussed on
SM, what they found, then engage w them to support or clarify
#hcsm

6:34 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@georgemargelis Yes, but our docs are expected to make pts
aware of pt ed resources, SM not really different #hcsm

6:34 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
T2 does it depend on whether patients are using #hcsm for (a)
social support or (b) medical advice?

6:34 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@mbastaw no time is usually what I hear when I speak to
HCPs #hcsm

6:34 DrFay @DrFayOnline
.@crgonzalez I see but what does this mean for the non geek
patients & their engagement? #hcsm

6:34 Mark Salke @marksalke
T2: I don't know how HCPs would unless they have the
knowledge/tools to do so. #hcsm

6:34 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
T2 I'm interested in all the supports and info sources a pt has,
but I admit have not been very good about asking about #SoMe
#hcsm

6:35 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T2 SoMe should be important to the HCP... if it is important to
the patient. It can be part of support system. Part of motivation.
#hcsm

6:35 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
#hcsm T2 Ok, I'll go there. I've had pts bring in info like anti-vax
info & med side effect info from the net. Opportunity to eval
sources

6:35 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@DrFayOnline It means these early adopters are paving the
way for the rest of the medical community. #hcsm

6:35

Intake.Me @Intakeme
@laurencstill So awesome! #hcsm #epatient

6:35 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@jchevinsky @EHanesRN The problem is that if docs insist,
then patient loses trust, sense of being trusted, feels perceived
as "dumb" #hcsm

6:35 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T2 I usually look for infpo on PubMed. Took time at first but was
very motivated to learn terminology #hcsm

6:35 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@ZHeatherChamp medicinex.stanford.edu for #medx. As for
other conferences I use twitter word of mouth. #hcsm

6:35 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
@DrFayOnline @crgonzalez fewer non-geeks all the time
#hcsm

6:36 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@mahoneyr I come on here every week with all you, but I don't
know for sure you are who you say you are, you know? It IS the
internet. #hcsm

6:36 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@mahoneyr Welcome! Where do you draw the line? Public
commentary on @PLOSMedicine publications, or twitter?
#hcsm

6:36 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
T2 I feel nurses could be of value here. Pts open & talkative w/
nurses. Sometimes shy around docs. #hcsm

6:36 Sunny Chan @waisunchan
Just seen one problem of some networks- spam #hcsm

6:36 April Foreman @DocForeman
@marksalke @Intakeme BUT, 10% will die by suicide. High
mortality. Important to explain risks of no Tx, and benefits of Tx.
#hcsm

6:36 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@MLJimenezMD Very good point. Most with chronic conditions
aren't online either, so docs probably don't bother to ask. #hcsm

6:36 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@twirlandswirl @mahoneyr On the internet, no one knows
you're a dog... except perhaps Target and Facebook. #hcsm

6:36 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@pfanderson @jchevinsky @EHanesRN I'm pretty sure I've
always been made to feel dumb anytime I've brought anything
up.... #hcsm

6:36 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
As HCP I don't know that it matters if pts seeking support in
#hcsm, but if they're getting advice, I want to know
@twirlandswirl

6:37 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
T2 having patients share stage on equal footing with HCPs at
conferences is a step towards a new paradigm #hcsm

6:37 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
The doctor who isn’t fluent with digital engagement will soon
find himself replaced by it. Soon, the value will define itself.
#hcsm #SoMe

6:37 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T2 There are even communities through most of the major
disease organizations. Even a referral to Arthritis Society eg
has value #hcsm

6:37 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@DrFayOnline @crgonzalez I don't know how to talk to nongeeks. :P #hcsm

6:37 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
@crgonzalez interesting - chronic pts not online - I would say
pts w my dx are very often online - looking for doctors and
resources #hcsm

6:37 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@AmolUtrankar Not exactly. But the doc who doesn't use it will
be replaced by his competitor who does. #hcsm

6:37 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@mahoneyr It's important to know both what, but also who, &
how credible do they think the info is and why #hcsm

6:38 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
I may not be who I say I am. Particularly if you don't like what I
say. Then I'm definitely someone else. @twirlandswirl #hcsm

6:38 Mark Salke @marksalke
@AmolUtrankar Srsly. Should be in the curriculum. #hcsm

6:38 David Chou @dchou1107
We also use social as part if the patient education. Move
towards the digital space #hcsm

6:38 Real Talk Dr. Offutt @RTwithDrOffutt
T2 so interesting. Having a hard time catching up, but this is
exactly my area of interest. Learning alot. #hcsm

6:38 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
T2 Docs have always had to interpret info from mass media for
our patients. SM is no different #hcsm

6:38 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@DrFayOnline Ever evolving Fay and would entail involvement
for it to be sustained #hcsm

6:38 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@mahoneyr Denial - not JUST a river in Egypt. ;) #hcsm

6:38 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@OneGrenouille Those are alpha patients. Patients with
chronic disease who do come online are particularly active.
#hcsm

6:38 Matthew Jimenez MD @MLJimenezMD
@jillsato so true regarding misinformation. When I explain
Levels of Evidence to patients, their eyes roll back in their
heads. #hcsm

6:38 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @mahoneyr: As HCP I don't know that it matters if pts seek
support in #hcsm, but if they're getting advice, I want to know
@twirlandswirl

6:39 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@JBBC I don't get this. Tech conf, never more than 300$ to
attend. Healthcare? 1200$ or more. Pricing real patients out.
#hcsm

6:39 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
+1/RT @dchou1107: We also use social as part if the patient
education. Move towards the digital space #hcsm

6:39 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@pfanderson @mahoneyr Yes, use the "grain of salt" method.
#hcsm

6:39 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Agree, @pfanderson. It's not that I don't support patients
getting information online, but I want to know what I'm
competing with. #hcsm

6:39 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T2 Related topic - PCP should also discuss services online that
claim to diagnose via webcam...more patients considering this
option #hcsm

6:39 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@drlfarrell Now there are a lot more educated patients. HCPs
not "keepers of knowledge" in the same way. All can access
#hcsm

6:39 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@PerronServices i think this is where we need to start #hcsm

6:39 Sunny Chan @waisunchan
@RannPatterson @drmalinowski Why does it matter if a pt is
insured or not insured? #hcsm I consider them all equally

6:40 Billian's HealthDATA @billians
RT @waisunchan @RannPatterson @drmalinowski Why does
it matter if a pt is insured or not insured? #hcsm I consider them
all equally

6:40 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
Not all of my hcp use socmed but many of them have
encouraged me too use it to seek support for my specific illness
#hcsm

6:40 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
You can get bad info from good sources, and vice versa. I
grade the info, not the source. @laurencstill @PLOSMedicine
#hcsm

6:40 Mark Salke @marksalke
@AmolUtrankar Specifically the education/engagement value.
#hcsm

6:40 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
I had meant to mention this in #spsm tonight, but it seems
relevant now too: chronicle.com/article/Campus… #hcsm

6:40 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
RT @mahoneyr You can get bad info from good sources, and
vice versa. I grade the info, not the source. @laurencstill
@PLOSMedicine #hcsm

6:41 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@mahoneyr Yep! And why they think it is credible is valuable
part of conversation #hcsm

6:41 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Moving on to topic 3 (T3), our final for the evening, next! #hcsm

6:41 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@laurencstill @JBBC Yup, patients not the $. They are often
full of pharmacy, insurance company reps. #hcsm

6:41 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@giasison don't forget to send me an invite ;-) #hcsm
#healthxph

6:41 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
@jchevinsky @anetto but info may be incorrect or misleading
e.g difference between rea risk and absolute risk #hcsm

6:41 Real Talk Dr. Offutt @RTwithDrOffutt
@giasison @dchou1107 I think especially useful for
#teenhealth education since they are so comfortable with
SoMe . #hcsm

6:41 DrFay @DrFayOnline
+@mahoneyr Excellent point. Validating info & having credible
sources is major with both case #hcsm

6:42

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@JBBC That's for sure! #hcsm #HealthXPh

6:42 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@twirlandswirl @jchevinsky @EHanesRN I've managed to
convince the docs that I'm smart. Usually. Doesn't happen
overnight. #hcsm

6:42 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
great point RT @DrFayOnline +@mahoneyr Excellent point.
Validating info & having credible sources is major with both
case #hcsm

6:42 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@Intakeme: @laurencstill i still can't believe number of confs i
see with patient engagement as theme and NO patients! #hcsm

6:42 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
*TOPIC 3 - Do e-patients (patients who are online) have a right
to anonymity if they so choose? Discuss. #hcsm

6:42 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@crgonzalez @DrFayOnline I mean, it's a big metaphor, but it
basically works. Extra points if you wheeze a lot when you say
it. #hcsm

6:42 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T3 live at #hcsm: Do e-patients (patients who are online) have
a right to anonymity if they so choose? Discuss.

6:42 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@davidmcnierney it's critical that patients are on panels and
are registered as speakers - Nothing About Us Without Us!
#hcsm

6:42 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@twirlandswirl @mahoneyr Exactly! I use grain of salt for both,
but more salt depending on question and info source match
#hcsm

6:43 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Hardest part: convincing patients that you really are evaluating
the info they bring, not just automatically criticizing.
@pfanderson #hcsm

6:43 Nick Dawson @nickdawson
T3: without doubt, everyone has right to anonymity #hcsm

6:43 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
RT @HealthSocMed *TOPIC 3 - Do e-patients (patients who
are online) have a right to anonymity if they so choose?
Discuss. #hcsm

6:43 David Chou @dchou1107
Virtual health is where we are headed. Similar to when was the
last time you went to the bank #hcsm

6:43 Sunny Chan @waisunchan
@RannPatterson @drmalinowski Working in a flat system not
too sure how insurance status affects vulnerability & the
internet-Elaborate #hcsm

6:43 Nick Dawson @nickdawson
RT @HealthSocMed *TOPIC 3 - Do e-patients (patients who
are online) have a right to anonymity if they so choose?
Discuss. #hcsm

6:43 Leslie Brown @LeslieBrownATL
@HealthSocMed Topic 3: Patients have a right to anonymity,
yes! They should do a good job at keeping their own records,
though. #hcsm

6:43 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@twirlandswirl @mahoneyr For lifestyle questions, I trust
patients more; for pharma, Dx, Tx, I tend to trust docs more. ;)
#hcsm

6:43 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@drlfarrell Then we need to read about statistics. #hcsm

6:43 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
T2: HCPs should encourage pts to seek info online but verify
with HCP before changing behaviors/adherence. #hcsm

6:43 Lauren Still @laurencstill
Personal beef: number of docs I see on a daily basis, both IRL
and in #SoMe who don't understand basic stats. Take a course,
please. #hcsm

6:43 Mark Salke @marksalke
A3: I suppose they do. But only they can protect it. #hcsm

6:43 Tim C Nicholson @timbigfish
To borrow from our southern culture, if you're on this chat
"you're preaching to the choir." How do we get absent HCPs
into the game? #hcsm

6:44 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T3 Yes. Epatients have the right to anonymity & we should
respect that. Whats impt is their thoughts/opinions on matters
that "matter" #hcsm

6:44 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
T1/T2 I see differences btwn pts & drs re what different dxes &
SoMe. Rare dx = different from common dx; Mental health diff
as well #hcsm

6:44 Nick Dawson @nickdawson
T3: not only do ePatients have right to anonymity but those
seeking to interact with them online should specifically make
room for it #hcsm

6:44 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@drlfarrell @anetto This is y important to talk about it & make
sure HCP & pt on same page. If don't address, pt will always
hav doubt #hcsm

6:44 David Chou @dchou1107
A3 patients own their data. They can do as they choose #hcsm

6:44 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T3 I started off anonymous but felt uncomfortable when most in
people in chats are open about who they are #hcsm

6:44 DrFay @DrFayOnline
'@crgonzalez @twirlandswirl As do I. However, thinking of
patients who do not have access & how #digitaldivide impacts
#digitalhealth #hcsm

6:44 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
T3 I don't know if anonymity is properly a right, or an
expectation. It's at least the latter. #hcsm

6:44

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@OneGrenouille that's so helpful #hcsm

6:44 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
T3: Patients deserve anonymity but the truth is anything online
because public record. #hcsm

6:44 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
T3: epatients must understand that once you are online, it is
hard to remain anonymous. Once it's out there, anyone has
access #hcsm

6:44 Leslie Brown @LeslieBrownATL
Agreed! RT @crgonzalez T3: Patients deserve anonymity but
the truth is anything online because public record. #hcsm

6:44 kstansberry @kstansberry
Q3: e-patients have a right to disclose what they see fit re: their
own condition(s) and identity #hcsm

6:45 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
T3 There's still a degree of "if it's posted publicly on the internet,
it's not private." Locked/anonymous media allow more privacy.
#hcsm

6:45 Jill Sato @jillsato
Absolutely, patients should be allowed to be anonymous. Like
any other social network, you have to consider source #hcsm

6:45 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A3 everyone has right to anonymity. I would suggest the reward
is greater the more open/exposed a pat is. Has to be the pat
choice! #hcsm

6:45 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@EHanesRN absolutely agree with you. I;ve made this point
several times recently - nurses have key role to play here
#hcsm

6:45

Mark Salke @marksalke
Re: T3: Does anonymity = privacy? #hcsm

6:45 Faisal Qureshi @fqure
#hcsm T3 one word: TROLLS RT @HealthSocMed: Do epatients (patients who are online) have a right to anonymity if
they so choose?

6:45 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
Thx! RT @JBBC @EHanesRN absolutely agree with you. I;ve
made this point several times recently - nurses have key role to
play here #hcsm

6:45 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @HealthSocMed T3 - Do e-patients (patients who are
online) have a right to anonymity? #hcsm <Yes for info
gathering, not for HCP reviews>

6:45 Matthew Jimenez MD @MLJimenezMD
@dchou1107 for genera prevention certainly. Yet surgical
issues still require a surgeon and a well trained surgical staff.
#hcsm

6:45 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T3 Easier in Canada because insurance compannies are not
looking at pre-existing conditions so less risk #hcsm

6:45 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
If you want to know "what it's like" to have a disease, patients
are often a much better source than HCP's. @pfanderson
@twirlandswirl #hcsm

6:46 Mark Salke @marksalke
Asked/answered. RT @danielg280: Anonymity or privacy. Two
different things, two different answers #hcsm

6:46 Michelle Perron @PerronServices
RT @marksalke Re: T3: Does anonymity = privacy? #hcsm
#hcsm

6:46 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
#hcsm T3 Patient anonymity? Yup, it's their right, but I think
they will lose some of the benefits of community & real dialogue
as anon

6:46 PDara MD, FACP @JediPD
We are all patients! Best health empowered through Education
& Self Responsibility! Rest is noise #hcsm

6:46 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@GetSocialHealth @HealthSocMed A right in what context?
Depends on situation. Context critical for anonymity rights
#hcsm

6:46 Leslie Brown @LeslieBrownATL
Do either anonymity or privacy even exist online? #hcsm

6:46 DrFay @DrFayOnline
'@crgonzalez @twirlandswirl Exacting my thinking #hcsm

6:46 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T3 Also depends what site promises... if it promises anonymitythen yes, they have the right. But not much online is really
'secure' #hcsm

6:46 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
RT @pfanderson @GetSocialHealth @HealthSocMed A right in
what context? Depends on situation. Context critical for
anonymity rights #hcsm

6:46 Nick Dawson @nickdawson
@drmikesevilla perhaps. But it's a calculated choice, right?
They may be getting something greater from being anon #hcsm

6:47 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
Patients (+ doctors) can choose to be anonymous, but should
understand that, doing so, they compromise credibility. #hcsm

6:47

Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@anetto or who they said they were? :) #hcsm

6:47 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@jillsato why? I spent the last 15 years online as a guy, to
avoid harassment, protect my safety. #hcsm

6:47 April Foreman @DocForeman
@crgonzalez I have good friends who have taught and
encouraged me. I feel lucky. ;) #hcsm

6:47 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Makes it hard to have a dialog, though. I do take their literature
seriously, but it often has important flaws. @pfanderson #hcsm

6:47 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@jchevinsky I don't want to see at risk patients forced to
disclose RL identity. Battered wives, pts w/ stigmatized
conditions, etc. #hcsm

6:47 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@MLJimenezMD Not my phrase...think Peter Drucker #hcsm

6:47 Rann Patterson @RannPatterson
@waisunchan @drmalinowski Sorry 4confusion Sunny- I was
referring to forums in general where u have a mix of people.
#hcsm

6:47 David McNierney @davidmcnierney
T3 Tough one. Good arguments. Put me in the IDK camp
#hcsm

6:48 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
T3 If truly acting as e-pt, like in private chat w/HCP, is that
SoMe? I don't think so. #hcsm

6:48 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
@laurencstill @jillsato Anonymity lacks credibility or
accountability; I’m less inclined to trust anon-contributed
content online. #hcsm

6:48 Michelle Perron @PerronServices
Agree! MT @drmikesevilla #hcsm T3 Patient anonymity? Yup,
it's their right,but I think they'll lose some of the benefits of
community. #hcsm

6:48 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
T3 Concerns employer or future ones will find out what I go thru
at pt = need 2 feel partly anonymous. Whether there or not who
knows #hcsm

6:48 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
#hcsm T3 I started as anon doc, and enriched my experience
online by sharing more of myself & my experience. No regrets :)

6:48 kstansberry @kstansberry
Q3: epatients can gain credibility if they are willing to sacrifice
some of their anonymity #hcsm

6:48 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@anetto i was on google hangout with docs recently and found
one in particular was v patronizing to me on this topic #hcsm

6:48 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@jillsato You might, but OTOH if they are consistently honest in
other matters, give quality info, you might overlook pseudonym
#hcsm

6:48 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@drmikesevilla Yes, you were Dr Anonymous, right? #hcsm

6:49 dpr @TO_dpr
+1 RT @JBBC: @Intakeme: @laurencstill i still can't believe
number of confs i see with patient engagement as theme and
NO patients! #hcsm

6:49 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@abrewi3010 Thankfully, under the ACA, imporved outcomes
in a pay-for-performance environment encourages this #hcsm

6:49 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@AmolUtrankar @laurencstill @jillsato For me, depends on the
topic. More sensitive matter, maybe. If I can see WHY it's anon.
#hcsm

6:49 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
@RTwithDrOffutt @marksalke As a social media optimist, I
definitely encountered my share of resistance at med school
interviews! #hcsm

6:49 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@pfanderson I was referring to cases where pt discloses name
& info. Just bc patient discloses, doesn't mean all can share
#hcsm

6:49 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Is anything on the net truly and reliably anonymous? Couldn't
you usually find someone's identity if you tried hard enough?
#hcsm

6:49

Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
@anetto Yup @doctoranonymous #hcsm

6:49 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@drmikesevilla How would you suggest getting more docs like
you engaged in SoMe? #hcsm

6:49 Faisal Qureshi @fqure
#Hcsm T3 on physician side Sermo has had big problems with
anonymous postings. Trollish behavior

6:49 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@AmolUtrankar @jillsato and how can you tell the difference
between me, and fakenamegenerator.com me? #hcsm

6:50 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@AmolUtrankar @laurencstill @jillsato Depends on the topic.
Frankly, folk can pretend to be real person, no one knows.
#hcsm

6:50 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
Remember 15 years ago when everyone thought you were
crazy if you used your credit card to buy something online?
Baby steps.... #hcsm

6:50 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
RT @mahoneyr Is anything on the net truly and reliably
anonymous? < Google Helpouts pretty locked down. I don't
consider it SoMe, tho. #hcsm

6:50 Leslie Brown @LeslieBrownATL
@mahoneyr Yes, that's what I think. The dr. could even be
recording the session. Not to mention do a little ip address
investigation #hcsm

6:50 Nick Dawson @nickdawson
.@TiffanyAndLupus @kstansberry agree re credibility. But also
think we need to understand some people have valid reasons
to be anon #hcsm

6:50 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@pfanderson But I agree -& I wish there were services that
could ensure privacy, but unfortunately the internet is not great
w privacy #hcsm

6:50 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
@twirlandswirl @laurencstill @jillsato I get why, but still trust
content more if someone is willing to stake their identity on it
#hcsm

6:50 Rann Patterson @RannPatterson
@waisunchan @drmalinowski not sure if answers ur Q, but sick
person vulnerable at start. If no insurance, will go to the
Internet. #hcsm

6:50 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@AmolUtrankar @laurencstill @jillsato If someone's anon
rather than fake ID, I might trust them MORE #hcsm

6:51 Lauren Still @laurencstill
I'm sorry, but I can't risk my boss coming across sensitive
issues, and weighing the financial choice of keeping me.
#hcsm.

6:51 Charlene Ngamwajasat @doctorcharlene
Agree RT @AmolUtrankar: The MD who isn’t fluent w dig
engagement will soon be replaced by it. Soon, the value will
define itself. #hcsm

6:51 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
@Intakeme Docs do pt education every day. The next step is to
take pt ed online. Another step is to dispel myths online #hcsm

6:51 Tim C Nicholson @timbigfish
T3. Anonymity ok for learner like kid in classroom. Want to
customize knowledge via question or add opinion? Gotta raise
your hand. #hcsm

6:51 Jill Sato @jillsato
When it comes to info as important as your health, I would want
to check out the source #hcsm

6:51 kstansberry @kstansberry
@nickdawson @TiffanyAndLupus Certainly & not saying
people don't have that right. #hcsm

6:51 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@drmikesevilla @anetto @doctoranonymous I seem to recall
we had a long chat one afternoon when you were anon #hcsm

6:51 Lauren Still @laurencstill
I'm sorry, but I can't risk my boss coming across sensitive
issues, and weighing the financial choice of keeping me. #hcsm

6:51 T2D Research @T2DRemission
A2 Interesting how many pts here have mentioned relying on
primary research sources. That's certainly one way to get an
HCP's attn #hcsm

6:52 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T3 IMO even when there arent rights, can still be duties from
individuals - keeping info private, respecting dignity, etc
#bioethx #hcsm

6:52 Justin Morgan, MD @JustinMorganMD
Being anon means u can b whoever u want to b; u r only as
credible as ur screen name. Yet, if anonymity brings u to table,
so b it. #hcsm

6:52 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
@pfanderson @laurencstill @jillsato It happens in degrees. If I
search a name & see FB, Twtr, LinkedIn w/ lots of content, trust
more #hcsm

6:52 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
#hcsm T3 Just like patients should not be anonymous attacking
providers. Providers should not be anonymous online attacking
pts

6:52 Jill Sato @jillsato
If the person doesn't exist, that would give me pause #hcsm

6:52 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@mahoneyr I firmly believe so. Yes, if you are online, even
anonymous, you are discoverable. BUT maybe not
discoverable by yr abuser #hcsm

6:52 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
T3: Majority of those deemed epatients have left the land of
anonymous for the greater good of health advocacy #hcsm

6:52 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
Not familiar w/ "Secret" app. Thx for tip. Will check out!
@mahoneyr #hcsm

6:52 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@T2DRemission Unfortunate perhaps that pt need to find 'what
works' to be listened to.. that being listened to is not a given
#hcsm

6:52 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
@pfanderson @laurencstill @jillsato It’s not the name alone,
but the ability to verify the person behind it (ex. Quora, vs
Yahoo Ans) #hcsm

6:53 DrFay @DrFayOnline
.@nickdawson @drmikesevilla It should be patient's choice.
Patient weighs cost benefit. #hcsm

6:53

Nick Dawson @nickdawson
@DrFayOnline @drmikesevilla yep #HCSM

6:53 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@mahoneyr The point is why you choose anonymity, who you
are hiding from. Govt? Won't work. Neighbor? It might. #hcsm

6:53 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
I keep my employer anon b/c I've gotten death threats, had tires
slashed, but get discredited b/c people don't know I have
background. #hcsm

6:53 Mark Salke @marksalke
A3: I've envisioned an app complementary to @twitter that
allows entry into encrypted mode for confidential
communication. #hcsm

6:53 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Ugh. And it's so easy to have someone "lurking" on the other
end of a cell phone during a session. @DocForeman
@LeslieBrownATL #hcsm

6:53 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@AmolUtrankar @pfanderson @jillsato You've got problems if
you're defaulting to yahoo answers for validation, lol. #hcsm

6:53 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
@pfanderson Yes, we did chat back then. I'm still a big fan of
your work. You're doing great stuff out there :) #hcsm

6:53 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@DocForeman Your surfing behavior is being monitored or sold
to a marketing aggregator, so there is no privacy in the truest
sense. #hcsm

6:54 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@nickdawson trolls do need to man up & use their real names
in that case. Community can then protect victim #hcsm

6:54 Nick Dawson @nickdawson
not our place to judge why or presume hiding RT @pfanderson
@mahoneyr The point is why you choose anonymity, who you
are hiding from #hcsm

6:54 Aaron Blank @AaronBlank
#HCSM t3: if you expose yourself online, you give up right to
privacy as patient, IMO.

6:54 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
So I can see why it might be hard to take an anonymous expert
or professional seriously, but a basic user I can see more
readily. #hcsm

6:54 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
@AmolUtrankar @abrewi3010 in some pt communities I am
anonymous and in others I use my real name depends on
confidence w/others there #hcsm

6:54 Sunny Chan @waisunchan
T3 Important to evaluate purpose of going online in 1st place.
Give & take but seek verification from someone whose
knowledge u trust #hcsm

6:54 Tim C Nicholson @timbigfish
@drmikesevilla @Intakeme Want to dispel myths? Be there
with truth. Many HCPs don't get it. Grateful for those like you
who represent. #hcsm

6:54 Leslie Brown @LeslieBrownATL
RT @nickdawson not our place to judge why or presume hiding
RT @pfanderson @mahoneyr The point is why you choose
anonymity #hcsm

6:54 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
@laurencstill @pfanderson @jillsato Clarifying: Quora works in
a way Yahoo Ans didn’t because answers are linked to nameID'd profiles #hcsm

6:54 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Yup. "locked down" is still kind of a nebulous term. @laurencstill
@EHanesRN #hcsm

6:54 Michelle Perron @PerronServices
Yes! MT @TiffanyAndLupus T3: Majority deemed epatients
have left the land of anonymous for the greater good of health
advocacy #hcsm #hcsm

6:55 David Chou @dchou1107
Main issue in healthcare is integration. Lot of apps that can be
used for social but they wont talk to each other. #hcsm

6:55 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Time to wrap up this week's #hcsm chat! Last thoughts for the
week ahead?

6:55 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
Wrapping up tonight's #hcsm chat - last thoughts, everyone?

6:55 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
MT @waisunchan T3 Important to evaluate purpose of going
online in 1st place. Give & take but seek verification fr someone
u trust #hcsm

6:55 Mark Salke @marksalke
If it's digital it ain't 'locked down.' RT @mahoneyr: Yup. "locked
down" is still kind of a nebulous term. @laurencstill
@EHanesRN #hcsm

6:55 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
Here’s the value proposition for patients: the more info you
share about yourself, the more you can (generally) learn #hcsm

6:55 Nick Dawson @nickdawson
@danamlewis my last thought: been too long since I HCSM'ed!
#hcsm

6:55 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
Gotta duck out a few min early. Great to see #hcsm back!
Kudos as always to @danamlewis for moderating. Have a great
week peeps!

6:55 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@nickdawson @pfanderson @mahoneyr It can be
complicated, it can be safety, or just shame. #hcsm

6:56 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@AmolUtrankar @laurencstill @jillsato Many SL folk use same
ID across many networks. If they use real name, friends don't
know them! #hcsm

6:56 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
Be the critical mass that triggers the mainstreaming of SoMedia
for better patient care #hcsm

6:56 Mark Salke @marksalke
+1 Mil MT @AmolUtrankar: Here’s the value proposition for pts:
the more you share about yourself, the more you can
(generally) learn #hcsm

6:56 Leslie Brown @LeslieBrownATL
RT @AmolUtrankar Here’s the value proposition for patients:
the more info you share about yourself, the more you can learn
#hcsm

6:56 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@OneGrenouille @AmolUtrankar I always use my real name. I
feel more comfortable that way #hcsm

6:56 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Secret: itunes.apple.com/us/app/secret-… @EHanesRN #hcsm

6:56 David McNierney @davidmcnierney
T3 Technology keeping identities anonymous exists everywhere
today but nothing is absolutely failsafe. what r reprecussions of
breach #hcsm

6:56 Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez
@nickdawson Seriously, where have you been? #hcsm

6:56 Nick Dawson @nickdawson
@danamlewis is it embarrassing to admit I’m not usually awake
this late? :) #HCSM

6:56 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T3 Patients 'have right' to post anonymously, but need to know
internet can always be traced by someone, somewhere; be
cautious #hcsm

6:56

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@crgonzalez 21st century Gandhi? ;) #hcsm

6:56 Nick Dawson @nickdawson
@crgonzalez sleeping :) #OldAndLame #HCSM

6:56 Dan Dunlop @dandunlop
RT @JBBC: @Intakeme: @laurencstill i still can't believe
number of confs i see with patient engagement as theme and
NO patients! #hcsm

6:56 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
last thought; encourage patients to use SM, but be aware of
risks; here be dragons #hcsm

6:56 Intake.Me @Intakeme
Thanks to @danamlewis for moderating. Great chat everyone.
Darla from team Intake.Me #hcsm

6:57 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
@marksalke In doc ofc last week, some other pt's EHR open in
my exam room for 20 min. No privacy anywhere, it seems.
#hcsm

6:57 kstansberry @kstansberry
A very famous (and very apt) NYorker cartoon:
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/On_the_In… #hcsm

6:57 Leslie Brown @LeslieBrownATL
Yes! RT @jchevinsky Patients 'have right' to post anonymously,
but need to know internet can always be traced by someone,
somewhere #hcsm

6:57 DrFay @DrFayOnline
.@marksalke @mahoneyr @laurencstill @EHanesRN
Powerful! If it is digital, it is not locked down or up but
accessible . #hcsm

6:57

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@drlfarrell Yes, this. Also: dragons. #hcsm

6:57 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@OneGrenouille Agreed. If you're chronic and intractable,
where you gonna go? #hcsm

6:57 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@twirlandswirl Recent story here was woman got married when
LGBT laws changed, on TV, attacked getting off the bus, beat
unconscious #hcsm

6:57 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@nickdawson @danamlewis stay out of France, that might help
Nick. :) #hcsm

6:58 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
Thanks @danamlewis thought provoking, brave new world out
there #hcsm

6:58 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
Yes! RT @drlfarrell: last thought; encourage patients to use SM,
but be aware of risks; here be dragons #hcsm

6:58 Mark Salke @marksalke
@EHanesRN Great point Elizabeth! Nothing is guaranteed
secure. #hcsm

6:58 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
CT: SoMe has pluses and minues for all. Thanks to all #hcsm

6:58 Nick Dawson @nickdawson
@abrewi3010 @danamlewis bien sûr! #HCSM

6:58

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Wrapping up #hcsm? But I just got here.

6:58 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@crgonzalez @drmikesevilla @nickdawson @Intakeme
@drlfarrell thanks, all! have a great #hcsm week!

6:58 Lauren Still @laurencstill
Would love to do a tutorial on anon best practices for the #hcsm
crowd. Seems this is a gap in understanding that needs
addressing.

6:58 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
Last thoughts: Respect is key when engaging online.
Regardless if Dr/Patient. Let's encourage both to engage more
& improve -> #hcsm

6:58 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@nickdawson @danamlewis Me, too. Makes the SPSM chat
even harder. #hcsm

6:58

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@mahoneyr Fashionably late? #hcsm

6:58 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
Last thought, when I grow up I want to be as smart as
@danamlewis! #hcsm

6:59 Michelle Perron @PerronServices
Wow! MT @dandunlop RT @JBBC: @Intakeme: @laurencstill i
can't believe # of confs w/ patient engagement as theme & NO
patients! #hcsm #hcsm

6:59 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
+1 @T2DRemission: "Agreed. If you're chronic and intractable,
where you gonna go?"- especially when u cant find a dr to treat
your dx! #hcsm

6:59 Mark Salke @marksalke
Awe-some. MT @UCSF: Our students ensure health info on
Wikipedia is accurate--we give them acad credit. bit.ly/178Utv7
#hesm #hcsm

6:59 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
Great chat. Thanks for all the learnings! Thanks for facilitating
@danamlewis @HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:59 Bob Nilsson @RHNilsson
@bobzemke RT @dchou1107: Social and BI will change
healthcare. Robots will predict diagnosis and outcomes #hcsm

6:59 Tim C Nicholson @timbigfish
Share information that's helpful to others not about others.
#hcsm #health

6:59 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
Last thoughts: have a healthy respect, not fear, of social media.
And don't eat Nutella for dinner. #hcsm

6:59 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Thanks, @danamlewis. Another great #hcsm chat as always.

6:59 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
Thanks for the lively discussion! Thx @danamlewis
@HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:59 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
Well said Tim! @timbigfish: Share information that's helpful to
others not about others. #hcsm #health

7:00 Mark Salke @marksalke
Awesome time with everyone on #hcsm again tonight. See you
nest week!

7:00 Danial Reed @danialreed
Patients and epatients benefit from open communication, on a
"need to know" basis. Advocate for your health, who can help
you?. #hcsm

7:00 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@EHanesRN @mahoneyr @giasison thanks, all! have a great
#hcsm week!

7:00 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
That's a wrap on another awesome #hcsm chat! Thanks, all!
See you again next Sunday at 8pm CT - and remember to DM
or @HealthSocMed topics!

7:00 Elizabeth Hanes @EHanesRN
Yes! RT @giasison Well said Tim! @timbigfish: Share
information that's helpful to others not about others. #hcsm
#health

